Basics of Product Listing
Chapter 2

Product listing is the most effective way for buyers to learn about products. This guide will give you a
comprehensive introduction to product listings, and a brief introduction to the importance of product
listings through customers’ purchasing behavior. You can also learn more about the preparations for
uploading product listings, specific uploading procedures, and self-examination and evaluation criteria.
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2. Learn about the
importance of listing
via buying process
For buyers, product listings are the only source to know your products. A qualified uniform listing can
display the full strengths and features of your product well and truly, promoting buyers to make purchase
decision. Therefore, it must be formulated in line with relevant requirements.
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This material includes 4 chapters. To study other chapters, please refer to the search guide on the Related
Topics page to find what you want.
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2.1 Significance of uniform listing rules
A product listing provides specific information about the product, and is the only way to display product
information. Since customers cannot physically see or touch the product, they can only learn about the product
from the product listing page. Therefore, a good listing page is the key to have customers decide to buy the
product.

Seller's perspective: The listing page may convey product information from
multiple dimensions and display the performance and features of the
product maximally. A good listing page can increase the appeal of the
product, pushing buyers to purchase, and thus raising the conversion rate. A
detailed and accurate listing can help buyers make proper judgments, which
may contribute to less after-sales complaints and lower return rate, thereby
reducing the Seller's after-sales maintenance costs.

Buyer's perspective: By browsing the listing page, buyers can get a full
picture of product features. In this way, buyers may find their favorite
products and avoid receiving products inconsistent with expectation. It also
helps avoid unnecessary comparisons, inquiries, returns, after-sales
complaints, etc. Overall, the entire shopping process is simpler, and buyers
will have a relaxed, efficient and enjoyable shopping experience.

Amazon's perspective: At Amazon, we will do our best to offer a consistent
buying experience for buyers. Standard uniform listing pages are Amazon’s
guarantee to provide buyers with accurate product information, and an
important part to leverage fair competition for Sellers. Meanwhile, it is also
an embodiment of the Amazon brand.
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2.2 Role of uniform listing rules in buying process
When shopping on Amazon, buyers find and learn about your products from the product listing page. In case of
an incomplete or incorrect listing page, buyers may find it difficult to get to your product, thus affecting your
sales. We will take you through the buyer's purchase process to let you understand how a high-quality listing
helps the Seller increase the click-through rate and conversion rate.
Scenario setting: US buyer A intends to buy Kindle on Amazon. His search on Amazon USA follows the following
steps:
• Step 1: Find the product

Sample for reference

Sample for reference
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Note: Correct setting of browse nodes is very important for the display of products. The picture below
is the result of searching for "kindle" under the category of "Beauty & personal care". The searched
results are irrelevant, for the correct category should be "Kindle ebooks".

Sample for reference

• Step 2: Click on the product

Sample for reference
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• Step 3: Decide to buy

Sample for reference
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Summary:
When your product has been found by the buyer, you need to provide them with attractive pictures and specific
product information to convince them into buying, and a high-quality listing page should facilitate their decision
making sooner.
• Listing elements -1

Listing
elements

Description

Importance

Title
Title

The title is the most straightforward way to
convey product brand, model, and
performance information. It tells consumers
"What is this product? What are its main
features?" It is displayed in the upper right
section of the product information on the
search page and the listing page.

The product title is equivalent to the store
name and product name of a physical store.
A good and precise product title contributes
to let buyers perform right and quick
buying behaviors. And it helps to build a
brand. The title also decides whether the
product is displayed in the search results,
and affects its exposure and click-through
rate.

Product
Image

Every product listing on Amazon Store
requires at least one product image. The
master image of a product is called the
MAIN image. The main image is displayed
on the search results and browse pages, and
is also the first image the buyer will find on
the product listing page. It should be
supplemented with some secondary images
to display the product from various angles,
or display its usage scenario and more
details that the main image doesn’t include.

High-quality product images can not only
improve the product conversion rate, but
also influence the product search rankings.
The main image takes up a large proportion
of the search results page. Customers' most
intuitive impression of the product usually
comes from the main image. Therefore, the
quality of the main image greatly affects
the click-through rate.

Bullet points convey major product features
and highlight important or special
information about the product. Data shows
that well-written bullet points can increase
sales.

Bullet points contribute to differentiating
from congeneric products by conveying the
main features and selling points of the
product. Concise, and well-written bullet
points allow customers to gain further
understanding of the product information
and the advantages of the product; Increase
the appeal of products to customers and
promote them to learn more about the
product.

Bullet Point
Bullet Point
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• Listing elements -2

Listing
elements

Description
Product
Description

EBC/A+

EBC/A+
For details
please see:

Search Term

Description

Importance

Product description is a more detailed
description of the product. It not only
covers the features of the product, but also
supplements the introduction to the bullet
points. It is more specific and detailed than
the bullet points of the product, and more
like copy writing.

A well-written product description helps
consumers imagine the experience of
owning or using the product. It allows
Sellers to create a virtual shopping
experience similar to that of a brick-andmortar store. Moreover, as online shopping
gets increasingly mature nowadays, more
and more consumers feel like shopping via
mobile phones. On the mobile phone
terminal, Amazon’s detailed description
comes before bullet points. Therefore, a
good product description can increase
customers’ trust in the product, thereby
promoting sales conversion.

The A+ page is displayed at the bottom of
the listing on the PC terminal, helping
product promotion with a combination of
pictures and text.

Different from an ordinary product
description, the A+ page shows the actual
use of the product through rich graphics,
videos, etc. Through creating product use
scenarios, it may demonstrate product
features, greatly enhance the attractiveness
of the product page, and improve the
conversion rate of the listing, thereby
increasing sales.

A search term can be defined as words that
interpret the product. It may be a word or a
group of words (phrases) used by customers
to search for products. Generally speaking,
it should be words that interpret the name
of the product or its characteristics. Sellers
may add more terms in the Search Terms
field of ASIN to describe the product. These
terms cannot be seen by buyers.

Accurate and rich terms will help raise the
odds of the product being searched, so that
it gains more opportunities to be displayed.
This may indirectly increase click-through
rate of the product and attract more traffic.
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2.3 Quiz

Which of the following is not a step of purchase?

A. Find the product

B. Click on the product

C. Compare with other products

D. Decide to buy

_____________________ impacts the click rate to the greatest extent?

A. Price

B. Name

C. Rating

D. Image

Which of the following is the most straightforward way to convey product brand, model,
and performance information?

A. Title

B. Image

C. Product description

D. Bullet points

Which of the following factors can quickly increase customer interest and trust in the
product?

A. Image

B. Reviews

C. Sales

D. Icon of “best seller”

_____________________ can help buyers make the final purchase decision, increasing
the conversion rate?

A. Price

B. Reviews

C. Page

D. Product description

Answer: CDADC
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Related Topics
Basics of Product Listing
• What is listing?
• Learn about the importance of listing via buying process
• Preparations before uploading listings
• Uploading steps and quality check

Paths: Amazon Seller Central > Performance > Seller University > Search course name
Quick links: Amazon Seller University North America Stores, Europe Stores, Japan Store
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Learning Feedback
If you found the content covered to be helpful for you, please light up the “
of the page to give your feedback, thank you!
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